Warren T Jackson Elementary IPAD Application Recommendation
Name of
Application

Type

Bluster!

English/
Literature

StoryBots Starring
You StoryBooks

English/
Literature

Toy Story

English/
Literature

Puppet Pals

English/
Literature

Spelling City

English/
Literature

Aesop’s Quest

English/
Literature

The Three Little
Pigs-Nosy Crow
Animated
Storybook

English/
Literature

Noodle Words HD

English/
Literature

Mathboard

Math

Concentration

Math
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Description
Kids can practice rhyming words, prefixes and suffixes, synonyms,
homophones, adjectives, and more in this colorful and engaging
word matching game. Choose between single player and team
mode. (Free)
The free version provides one book, with additional stories available
for individual purchase or through a monthly subscription free.
Though the app lacks sound and interactivity, the story lines are
appealing and the photo creates a great practice opportunity (and
motivation) for kids to read. (Free)
This interactive read-along app allows kids to hear the story being
read to them and record themselves narrating the text so they can
listen to their own version as they flip through the pages. Games,
finger painting, and sing alongs are fun bonus features. (Free)
Allows kids to create their own unique shows with animation and
audio so that digital storytelling is simple. Children can write their
own scripts around original stories or demonstrate knowledge
about a particular topic (sure beats writing a summary paragraph.)
Best of all, Puppet Pals is totally free. (Free)
SpellingCity is well known for its engaging spelling and vocabulary
practice, and its mobile app doesn’t disappoint. Add your own
spelling words or use an existing list, including compound words,
sound-alike words, and SAT vocabulary. 7 interactive learning games
ensure variety and engagement. (Free)
Leveled for grades 2-6, these reading comprehension activities
require children to remember elements of a story in order to
advance in the game. Children practice a wide range of reading
skills, from author’s purpose to context clues. ($0.99)
This classic fairytale seems to come alive through interactive
features. In addition to lovely art work, an original soundtrack, and a
narration conducted entirely by kids, this app offers lots of
interactive opportunities. Find hidden characters, chase the pigs,
and even blow down the houses by huffing and puffing into the
iPad’s microphone. ($5.99)
With Noodle Words, emerging readers can make the word “spin”
actually spin, and the word “jump” actually jump. Though the word
sets are limited at this time, the appeal to young children, easy-touse interface, and creative word play opportunities make the app a
worthwhile purchase. ($2.99)
MathBoard is a highly configurable math app appropriate for all
school aged children. Beginning in kindergarten, with simple
addition and subtraction problems, through elementary school
where learning multiplication and division can be a real challenge.
By yourself or against a friend, match whole numbers, shapes,
fractions, or multiplication facts to equivalent representations.
Practice with the clear panes or step up the challenge with the
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King of Math

Math

windows closed. How many socks can you win?
King of Math is a fast-paced mathematics game with lots of fun and
diverse problems in different areas. Starting as a male or female
farmer, you level up your character by answering math questions
and improving your total score. New character design and music for
each of the ten levels. Collect stars, get achievements and compare
your scores against your friends and players all over the world!
Feed your fish and play with numbers! Practice mental addition and
subtraction with Motion Math: Hungry Fish, a delightful learning
game that's fun for children and grownups.

Hungry Fish

Math
Your fish is hungry for numbers. You can make delicious sums by
pinching two numbers together – instant addition! Keep feeding
your fish to win a level and unlock new colors and fins.
Pizza Fractions offers a simple, visually-based introduction to
fractions for elementary school kids.

Pizza 1

Math

Chicken Coop
Estimation Game

Math

MathFraction

Math

So Brainy

Math

Times Tables

Math

Motion Math Zoom

Math

Equivalent

Math
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In chef's pizzeria your child masters the concept of naming simple
fractions using pizza picture examples. Designed for grade levels 26, Pizza Fractions provides introductory practice with fractions in an
approachable game-like environment.
This hilarious educational game you will be shown a fraction and
your job is estimate the decimal equivalent by placing a nest on a
number line. Our hens are mathematical experts and they will fire
their eggs towards the correct answer. If your estimate is good the
eggs will be caught in the nest but if you’re too far out it all gets
very messy.
The Fraction Math app can be used to teach and study fractions by
solving addition, subtraction, and division & multiplication problems
with fractions step by step.
So Brainy! Free is unique, simple, challenging, intense, rewarding
and, most of all, fun. This free version offers a ton of replay value
with its nearly unlimited number of simple math challenges and
competitive multiplayer mode. So Brainy! Free can be played on
your own or with up to 3 other people.
Memorizing Times Tables (multiplications tables) is important for
children to advance in their math skill. We made MathApp - Times
Table to help your child to memorize times table with more fun and
challenging way by providing interactive, game-like environment.
Motion Math Zoom's zoomable, stretchable number line is missing
some numbers - it's up to your child to put the numbers back where
they belong. The new game uses concrete objects to represent
abstract numbers: from dinosaurs in the thousands down to
amoebas in the thousandths. Fun animal animations and sound
effects help elementary school children master the number line.
This is a fun app, but when using it in "Automatic" mode, it's
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Fractions

Educreations

Toontastic

English/
Literature

English/
Literature

broken. The game gives you a fraction, and you must find equivalent
fractions. Works great most of the time, but then it gives you 10/13.
Unfortunately, you can't build an equivalent fraction because the
denominator maxes out at 16, and the next equivalent fraction is
20/26. Would love it if that bug were fixed!
Turn your iPad into a recordable white board to teach concepts
from all areas of the curriculum. Lessons can be saved and shared
via multiple platforms after they have been created using the iPad
app or your browser. Lessons that other educators and students
have created are available as well.
Tip: Engage students in your content by having them explain
concepts using the Educreations whiteboard. They can teach one
another, review concepts, and create book talks using this
interactive app.

Characters and backgrounds come to life while students record
their stories with Toontastic. Original drawings and art can also be
animated and turned into cartoons and then shared with
classmates, friends, and family members.
Tip: Students can create their own animated cartoons to write
stories, animate concepts, and share their ideas.

Kidblog

English/
Literature

Learning with
Homer

English/
Literature

Reading for
Inferences

English/
Literature

Sight Words for
Reading

English/
Literature
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Kidblog is designed for K-12 teachers who want to provide each
student with an individual blog. Students publish posts and
participate in academic discussions within a secure classroom
blogging community. Students can write for an authentic audience
in a safe environment. The interface is easy to use and studentfriendly with choice of themes. Posts can be kept private within the
"class" or made public. This blogging platform allows teachers to
monitor all publishing activity within the classroom blogging
community.
Tip: Students become authors with Kidblog. They can share content,
communicate with one another, and work cooperatively to publish
their ideas.
Learn with Homer is designed by literacy experts for children ages
3–6.
Improve your reading skills with ReadingPrep! Practices will assess
skills you need to improve. If you’re unsure of an answer, touch the
“Video" or “Text” buttons for help. The Mini Tests will challenge
your knowledge of each topic, building your skills and confidence in
ten minutes or less.
This app helps students learn sight words, the most common words
in children’s literature. It covers a few words from both the Fry’s
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and Dolch lists. Words are presented in context in fun videos. This
helps learners understand the meaning of the words, which aids in
reading comprehension.”

TapToTAlk

English/
Literature

Alphabet Projector

English/
Literature

Give a non-verbal child or adult a voice! TapToTalk turns an
iPhone™, iPad™ or iPod touch® into an augmentative and
alternative communication (AAC) device. TapToTalk makes
communication fun, like another “game” on this cool device. Just
tap a picture and TapToTalk speaks. Each picture can lead to
another screen of pictures.”
Why You Should Try It: Great for letter recognition practice for preschool and Kindergarten.
This app will help your child learn the sounds of the letters of the
alphabet, which are necessary for reading. Learning the sounds of

ABS Magic Phonics

English/
Literature

the letters gives your child the tools for reading and helps them
become better readers. A matching phonetic photo image is
matched with each letter to help your child learn the sound of each

Agnitus Games for
Learning

Variety of
Subjects

BrainPop Featured
Movie

Variety of
Subjects

OH! No! Fractions

Math

Phonics Genius By
Alligator Apps

English/
Literature
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letter.
Academic skills based on the Common Core State Standards
- Parental and classroom report cards for individual skills.
This app does so by featuring a NEW informative and entertaining
animated movie everyday, which is accompanied by an interactive
quiz and gives new options for accessing its entire collection of
movies and quizzes. The curriculum covers everything from
from Math, Science, Social Studies, English, Engineering,
Technology, to Arts & Music, and Health. You can also choose an
optional in-app subscription and enable kids to explore more than
750 videos right on their mobile devices. All of the movies are close
captioned, so it’s easy for kids’ to read along.
Swipe left or right to answer if the fraction on the left is LESS,
GREATER or EQUAL than the one on the right.
Peek at the visual solution before committing your answer or wait
until later to prove it.
Tap above each fraction to see if they can be reduced/simplified.
Check the statistics of your practice runs.
Control audio options and set the max denominator using the Setup
menu via the Curious Helmet.
This app is specifically designed to help students recognize and
distinguish words by sounds. Phonics Genius is a reading teachers
dream! All words are grouped by sounds that different letter
combinations make. Letter/s-sound correspondences is one of the
most common ways to learn how to read, and recognize words
through phonemic awareness. This app is specifically designed to
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ABC PocketPhonics

English/
Literature
English/
Literature

Booksy

English/
Literature
My Word Wall

Letter Lab

English/
Literature

English/
Literature
Story Patch

Learn to Read

Rock’N Learn
Phonics

English/
Literature
English/
Literature

English/
Literature
Reading Raven
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help students recognize and distinguish words by sounds in the
beginning, middle, or end, of words. It has over 6,000 words
strategically grouped into 225 categories. The professionally
recorded words and super clean interface make this a terrific
learning experience. This is one app that has been finding its way
into the classroom and has a never ending shelf-life. Great for those
struggling readers!
Kids can develop skills in letter sounds, writing, and first words with
ABC PocketPhonics. Independent research has shown kids using this
app can learn even faster than they would in a classroom lesson.
Parents and teachers alike love this app as an early childhood
learning tool.
Students in Kindergarten to second grade can learn to read on this
free platform. Designed to help children practice and develop their
reading skills, students can download books that help to build
comprehension, give cues, and even track progress with detailed
user stats.
Children can develop early reading skills with the help of My Word
Wall, an educational app for budding readers. Students will hear,
visualize, vocally repeat, and write down letters and words to learn,
plus get engaged with educational activities that are great for all
learning styles. Fun games and structured learning make this app a
great choice.
An incredible tool for learning to write and recognize ABCs, kids will
trace uppercase and lowercase letters with their fingers on this app.
Letter Lab not only teaches kids to write, but also about real-world
objects with an audio component.
Teach students about the flow of stories by helping them to create
their own. Story Patch for the iPad makes it easy for children to
create their very own picture books. Customizable characters,
hundreds of illustrations, and built-in story themes make this a very
fun and engaging reading and writing app.
Kids can get a head start on learning to read with this app, designed
for kids from Kindergarten to second grade. Using a flash card deck
of sight words, children will develop the building blocks of reading.
Voice prompts, examples, and easy-to-read text come together in
this highly educational app.
With the Rock ‘N Learn Phonics Easy Reader, little ones can practice
their phonics. Short vowel sounds, combinations, memory words,
and more are all covered in this app. Kids can choose whether a
story will be read aloud to them and highlighted, or if they’ll read by
themselves, tapping words when they need help.
Reading Raven is a beloved reading game app for the iPad. A
favorite of teachers and even Apple staff, the Reading Raven is a fun
reading adventure guide offering excellent features for kids,
teaching phonological awareness, full sentences, and even printing
skills.
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Finding the Word

English/
Literature
English/
Literature

Aesop’s Quest

English/
Literature
SUPER WHY!

Read Me Stories

Scholastic Reading
Timer

English/
Literature
English/
Literature

English/
Literature
Kids Can Spell

Reading for Details

C is for COW

K-3 Sight Words

English/
Literature

English/
Literature
English/
Literature

Word Magic

English/
Literature

Starfall ABC

English/
Literature
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Kids will have fun playing word search on this easy-to-use
educational app. Several different backgrounds and themes keep
things interesting and engaging.
Aesop’s Quest, Aesop the Ant reads through stories, revealing clues
that help him in his quest. Little readers must remember important
elements of each story to help Aesop along the way, developing
reading comprehension and cognitive reading skills in a really fun
way.
There’s so much to love about this reading app. Featuring
characters that many kids already love from the SUPER WHY! TV
show, children can choose from several different activities that
develop their vocabulary, reading, and writing skills. Letter hunts,
tracing letters, rhyming, and completing sentences are just a few of
the ways kids are engaged in active reading development in this
app.
Develop a daily reading habit with this app that delivers a brand
new book every day. Fun features include text highlighting as it’s
read and the ability to touch characters and explore story lines.
Encourage daily reading with this iPad reading timer that keeps
track of reading minutes and monitors weekly reading goals. It
works just like a real stopwatch, but it’s fun for kids to see their
reading minutes add up.
Using fun animal images, kids can learn how to spell with this app.
Through Kids Can Spell, children will see many different animals
with sounds and spelling lessons to back them up. They’ll check out
beautiful photos, then drag letters in place to assemble words.
There’s even a timed version for an added challenge!
Reading for Details is a great app for helping kids build reading
comprehension skills. Students read passages, then test their
understanding of the who, what, why, when, and where at three
different levels of reading difficulty.
With this app, kids can have fun learning phonetics and letter
recognition. Even very young children love to see the animals,
repeat their sounds, and learn their names.
Children can learn “sight words” with the help of this app that
focuses on words that must be memorized instead of sounded out.
With five different levels, young users can gradually build their skills
and word memorization.
Created by the parents of a 5-year-old, Word Magic was designed
with young readers in mind. Kids find missing letters that identify
photos, featuring attractive and funny pictures. Parents and kids
alike love this learning app for its positive reinforcement, bright
colors, and simple design.
Children delight as they see, hear, and interact with letters and
sounds in words, sentences, and games. They learn to recognize
letters and develop skills that will ensure they become confident
leaders.
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Practice counting change and doing addition problems. A great
visual learning tool for your iPad. UPDATED AND ON SALE FOR A
LIMITED TIME!
Make Change

FlashGram

Math Bingo
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Math

Slide coins across a surface of your choice. Stack change below the
line until you have the amount shown on the register display and
check your answer. If your total isn’t correct, you can try the same
problem again. The app will also show you the best way to count
change so that you use the least number of coins.
FlashGram is a fun way to quiz young children (even older ones) on
their language arts skills. FlashGram contains over 100 grammar
English/
questions covering nouns, verbs, pronouns and adjectives.
Literature
FlashGram is made up of short questions with touchable answers
(no text input required). FlashGram is colorful and animated and will
hold the interest of a young child.
1. Kids can get a BINGO by answering math problems correctly. There
are a variety of games and levels of difficulty. You can also create
player profiles and keep track of scores.
Match

